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Vietnam detects 
COVID-19 hybrid 
variant
May 30, 2021

Authorities in Vietnam have detected a new coronavirus variant that is a combination of the 
Indian and UK COVID-19 variants and spreads quickly by air, the health minister said on 
Saturday.

1. Authorities in Vietnam have detected a new coronavirus variant                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

2-1. The country's health minister                                                                                                 
2-2. and has described                                                                                                                      

3-1. After successfully containing the virus                                                                                  
3-2. Vietnam is grappling                                                                                                            

4-1. Quoted in local media, the minister                                                                                           
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
4-2. saying lab cultures show it is much more transmissible                                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

5. He said that could explain                                                                                                          
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

6. The World Health Organization                                                                                                 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

7. These include variants                                                                                                                 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

8. Officials at the WHO did not immediately respond to a request for comment                           
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

[Vocabulary]
□detect: to prove that something is present using scientific methods 
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・technology capable of detecting the smallest earth tremors

・Most skin cancers can be cured if detected and treated early.

□variant: something that is related to another thing but is not exactly the same  

・A particular genetic variant may raise the risk of diabetes, for example.

・There are four variants of malaria, all transmitted to humans by a particular family of 

mosquitoes.
□combination: something that combines several things

・...a fantastic combination of colors. 

・...the combination of science and art.

□hybrid: You can use hybrid to refer to anything that is a mixture of other things, 

especially two other things. 
・...a hybrid of solid and liquid fuel.

・The animal looks like a hybrid of a zebra and a horse.

□contain: to prevent something harmful from spreading to other people or places  

・Farms in the area have been closed off in an attempt to contain the disease.

・More police were sent to help contain the violence.

□grapple with something: to try hard to understand a difficult idea or to solve a difficult 

problem
・The government continued to grapple with the issue of public transportation.

・We've been grappling with a lot of technical issues since implementing that new computer 

system.
□spike: a sudden increase in something 

・a spike in the price of crude oil

・A spike in flu cases around the Christmas period was blamed for piling pressure on 

already stretched A&Es.
□lab culture: laboratory culture; A population of bacteria grown in the laboratory is 

referred to as a culture. A pure culture contains only one single type; a mixed culture 
contains two or more different bacteria.
・Those forms proved toxic to healthy cells in lab cultures, he said.

・But these cells would grow only briefly in lab cultures.

□transmissible:  (of disease) capable of being transmitted by infection

・There are signs showing the virus is becoming more transmissible.

・An infectious disease, also known as a transmissible disease or communicable disease, is 

an illness resulting from an infection.
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□identify: to recognize something and understand exactly what it is

・The reason of the error was identified.

・No single cause for Alzheimer's disease has been identified. 

□global concern: something that happens in all parts of the world or affects all parts of the 

world 
・Environmental pollution has become a global concern and attracts much attention.

・Industrial waste has become a global concern in terms of environmental safety and 

resource recycling.
□emerge: to appear, or to become recognized

・He emerged as a major figure in the reform movement.

・Vietnam has emerged as the world's third-biggest rice exporter.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, Cambridge Dictionary of 

American English, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]


